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Abstract
We prove that testing preorder of De Nicola and Hennessy is preserved by all operators of
De Simone process languages. Building upon this result we propose an algorithm for generating
axiomatisations of testing preorder for arbitrary De Simone process languages. The axiom systems
produced by our algorithm are nite and complete for processes with nite behaviour. In order
to achieve completeness for a subclass of processes with innite behaviour we use one innitary
induction rule. The usefulness of our results is illustrated in specication and verication of small
concurrent systems, where suspension, resumption and alternation of execution of component
systems occur. We argue that better specications can be written in customised De Simone
process languages, which contain both the standard operators as well as new De Simone operators
that are specically tailored for the task in hand. Moreover, the automatically generated axiom
systems for such specication languages make the verication more straightforward. c© 2000
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: De Simone process languages; Structured Operational Semantics (SOS);
Testing semantics; Equational logic; Complete axiomatisations
1. Introduction
Process languages, for example CCS of Milner and CSP of Hoare, together with
their semantic theories are reasonably successful in specication and verication of
concurrent systems. Both specications, of varying level of abstractness, and the im-
plementation of a concurrent system are expressed as processes (process terms) in a
process language. We verify that the specications and the implementation describe
in fact the same system by proving that the concrete specications rene the abstract
specications, and that the implementation renes one of the concrete specications.
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There are several dierent proof methods which can be employed. One can dene a
denotational meaning of processes and then argue that the abstract specications, con-
crete specications and the implementation have increasingly better (in some sense)
denotations. Alternatively, an operational preorder may be dened which relates the
abstract specications with the concrete specications, and one of the the concrete
specications with the implementation. The third proof method is solely based on the
syntax of processes and uses equational reasoning within some axiom system.
The major process languages (algebras) and their theories were developed in
[21, 24, 20, 6] where, among others, the above-described approach to specication and
verication of concurrent systems was introduced. More recently, beneting from Struc-
tured Operational Semantics (SOS) approach of Plotkin [31], these particular process
languages and their numerous extensions were generalised to whole classes of process
languages. Moreover, the theories for the above-mentioned process languages as well
as the specication and verication techniques were extended and generalised to apply
to classes of process languages. For example, a number of important preorders and
equivalences on processes were shown to be congruences for certain classes of process
languages [14, 15, 19, 18, 39, 32, 12, 33, 36]. Axiomatic systems and denotational mod-
els for some of these classes of process languages were proposed in [3, 4, 2, 34, 35] and
[5] respectively. Also, two classes of languages were used in [13] as general speci-
cation languages. Moreover, uniform methods for extending general process languages
with the notion of time were proposed in [30, 38].
This paper continues the research on classes of process languages. We consider pro-
cess languages generated by the De Simone format of rules [17] with a special treatment
of silent actions; these languages are simply called DeS process languages. The class
of DeS languages was developed in [33{35]. Out of many preorders (equivalences)
proposed in the concurrency literature we consider testing preorder of De Nicola and
Hennessy [28, 27, 20], which is based on intuitive notion of comparing responses of
processes to tests.
The rst contribution of this paper is the proof that testing preorder is a precongru-
ence for all DeS languages. This result is the foundation on which our axiomatisation
algorithm is based. It guarantees compositionality of specication and verication when
working with DeS process languages. For example, it allows to split the verication
of a complex system into the verications of its components. In this paper we employ
equational reasoning as the method of proof for verication.
Since in our specications we intend to use new, customised DeS operators we
need to be able to derive automatically axiomatisations for such operators so that
the verication can be performed. The second contribution of our paper is an algo-
rithm which produces sound and complete axiomatisations of testing preorder for DeS
languages. In contrast to the axiomatisations of refusal simulation preorder for well-
founded DeS languages [34], the axiomatisations of testing preorder for the same class
of languages are nite. The niteness of our axiomatisations is achieved by assuming
that the sets of actions of the considered languages are nite, and by extending the
languages with useful, and indeed required [26], auxiliary operators. Our axiomatisation
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algorithm is a modication of the original algorithm developed by Aceto et al. [3, 4]
for strong bisimulation and GSOS process languages. The latter algorithm is in turn
a generalisation of the technique used by Bergstra and Klop [7, 8] to derive a nite
axiomatisation for the parallel composition operator by using the auxiliary left-merge
operator.
We support the argument of Bloom in [13] that classes of process languages, where
one can use any operators within the class, are more superior for specication purposes
than the standard languages like CCS and CSP. This is because simpler and easier to
understand specications can be written using both newly invented, specially tailored
operators and the standard operators. As our third contribution we present examples
of systems, where suspension and resumption of execution is important. Such systems
usually do not have simple specications in standard languages, although the addition of
extra features like actions with priorities [16] may help. However, clear and intuitive
specications of such systems can be produced by using new operators which are
invented for that purpose. We give both abstract and concrete specications of these
systems, and then use axiomatisations generated by our algorithm to show that the
specications are equivalent.
The paper is organised as follows. We recall, in Section 2, the denitions of DeS
process languages, labelled transition systems and testing preorder. In Section 3 we
show that (a characterisation of) testing preorder is a precongruence for any DeS
language. We begin Section 4 by restating a completeness result for testing preorder
and a simple DeS language. Then, we present an algorithm for generating sound
axiomatisations of testing preorder for arbitrary DeS languages. These axiomatisations
are proved to be nite and head normalising for certain classes of DeS languages.
The section nishes with a completeness result. In Section 5 we give two examples
which illustrate the application of our work. The last section contains a conclusion and
a discussion of related work. Several proofs of essential results concerning alternative
characterisation of testing preorders, ruloids, soundness and completeness of axiom
systems produced by our algorithm appear in Appendices A{D.
2. Basic concepts
In this section we recall the denitions of DeS process languages, labelled transition
systems and testing preorders. We also dene a number of other notions in order to
make the paper self-contained. Full denitions and the results concerning the above
can be found, for example, in [28, 20, 15, 19, 34, 32].
Let Var be a countable set of variables ranged over by X; Y; : : : : A signature  is a set
process operators (f; n), where f 62Var and n2N is the arity of the operator. Often,
when the operator’s arity is clear from the context, the operator is simply abbreviated by
its name: for example f. The set of open terms over  with variables in V is denoted
by T(; V ). T(;Var), abbreviated by T(), is ranged over by P;Q; : : : : The set of
closed terms T() is ranged over by p; q; t; : : : : A  context with n holes C[X1; : : : ; Xn],
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for n2N, is a member of T(; fX1; : : : ; Xng) in which each Xi occurs at most once.
If t1; : : : ; tn are  terms, then C[t1; : : : ; tn] is a term obtained by replacing each Xi with
ti for 16i6n. We will often denote a sequence of process terms P1; : : : ; Pn as P. We
will also write PRQ, for some relation R, to mean P1RQ1; : : : ; PnRQn.
A preorder v on T() is a precongruence (or substitutive) if, for all  contexts
C[X ], we have that tv t0 implies C[t]vC[t0]. Similarly, an operator f2n preserves
v if pv q implies f( p)vf(q). Consequently, a format preserves v if all operators
denable in the format preserve v.
A (closed) substitution  is a mapping from Var to (T()) T(). Substitutions
extend to mappings from T() to T() in a standard way. We will write Q[P1=X1; : : : ;
Pn=Xn] to denote the result of replacing each Xi with Pi in Q.
Act[fg, ranged over by ; : : : ; is a nite set of actions, where Act consists of
visible actions a; b; : : : ; and  62Act is the silent action. We will also consider special
actions w and 1 not in Act[fg, which will be used to encode tests. Let Vis be
Act[fw; 1g and A; B; : : : range over Vis.
2.1. DeS process languages
We dene the DeS format of transition rules and DeS process languages.
Denition 2.1 (Ulidowski [34]). A De Simone (transition) rule for (f; n) is an ex-
pression of the form
fXi ai! X 0i gi2I
f(X1; : : : ; Xn)
! C[Y ]
;
where all Xi; X 0i are dierent variables and I f1; : : : ; ng. C[Y ] contains at most the
variables Y1; : : : ; Yn, where YiX 0i if i2 I , and YiXi otherwise.
A -rule for the above De Simone rule is any expression of the following form,
where i2 I .
Xi
! X 0i
f(X1; : : : ; Xi; : : : ; Xn)
! f(X1; : : : ; X 0i ; : : : ; Xn)
The set of all -rules for the above De Simone rule is called its set of associated
-rules. A set of rules is in the De Simone format, abbreviated as the DeS format, if
it consists of De Simone rules, their associated -rules and no other rules. A process
operator is DeS if the set of its dening rules is in the DeS format. The set of
associated -rules for a DeS operator consists of all -rules associated with all De
Simone rules dening the operator.
Below, we dene a number of useful notions related to De Simone rules.
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Denition 2.2. Let  be a set of DeS operators. Given f2; rules(f) is the set of
DeS rules for f. Assume r 2 rules(f) has the form as follows:
fXi ai! X 0i gi2I
f(X1; : : : ; Xn)
! C[Y ]
Then, fXi ai! X 0i gi2I is the set of antecedents of r, written as ante(r), and f(X1; : : : ; Xn)
! C[Y ] is the consequent, written as cons(r). In general, expressions T ! T 0, where
T; T 0 2T() and 2A[fg, are called transitions. Terms T and T 0 are the source
and the target of T ! T 0 respectively. Moreover, f(X) is the source of r, written as
source(r), and C[Y ] is the target of r, written as target(r). f is the operator of r
and  is its action. A set rules(f; ) is the set of DeS rules for f with the action
. An trigger of r, written trigger(r), is an n-tuple (1; : : : ; n), where i = ai if i2 I ,
and i =  otherwise. The  trigger for f is trigger(r) for r 2 rules(f; ). We write
trig(f) for the set of all  triggers for f. We say that the ith argument Xi is active
in r if Xi
ai! X 0i 2 ante(r) for some ai and X 0i . active(r) is the set of all i such that Xi
is active in r. Moreover, we say that the ith argument of f is active if i2 active(r0)
for some De Simone rule r0 for f.
Denition 2.3. A De Simone process language, or simply a DeS process language,
is a triple (; A[fg; R), where  is a nite set of DeS operators, AVis and R is
a nite set of dening rules for the operators in  such that, for each rule r in R, the
target of r is some  context and all actions in r belong to A[fg.
Most of the operators in process languages are DeS except, for example, the CCS
and ACP choice operator + and the ACP left-merge and communication merge oper-
ators: the dening rules for these operators do not include the required -rules. The
DeS format is a subformat of the GSOS format [14, 15, 10], where GSOS rules are the
same as DeS rules except that they may have negative antecedents (expressions like
X
a9 ) and copying (multiple use of identical process variables). Thus, DeS format
enjoys all the properties of the GSOS format. In particular, DeS operators preserve
(strong) bisimulation [14, 15]. Moreover, DeS is a subformat of the ISOS format
[32, 33], which itself is a minor restriction of the GSOS format with a natural treat-
ment of silent actions. Since a version of weak bisimulation called eager bisimulation
[22, 1, 42, 33, 36, 37] is preserved by ISOS operators [33, 36, 37] it is also preserved by
DeS operators.
2.2. Labelled transition systems
Next, we dene labelled transition systems for DeS languages. We will use a special
nullary process operator 
, which has no dening rules, to represent divergence of
processes due to underspecication (lack of information about behaviour). Later, we
will also consider another form of divergence, namely the ability to perform an innite
sequence of silent actions.
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Denition 2.4. Let G = (G; AG [fg; RG) be a DeS language. The labelled transi-
tion system with divergence for G is the structure
(T(G); AG [fg;!G; "G);
where T(G) { the set of closed terms over G { is a set of processes or process
terms, !G T(G)AG [fgT(G) is the unique transition relation generated
by G, and "G T(G) is the (postx) divergence predicate. "G is dened as the least
relation which satises (a) 
"G if 
2G, and (b) for all p and f2G if pi "G, for
i2 active(f), then f( p)"G.
The above transition system will be called the basic transition system for G, and
the subscript G will be omitted when it is obvious from the context. The full details
of how to construct a transition relation for a process language dened by a general
format of rules can be found in, for example, [14, 15, 19]. We will use the following
abbreviations: Expression p a! q denotes (p; a; q)2 ! and p a! is equivalent to
p a! q for some q2T(). Moreover, p ! q means p a! q for some a2Vis[fg.
p t! stands for p a1!    an!, where t = a1 : : : an 2A. " is the empty sequence in A
and s6t, for s; t 2A, means that s is an initial subsequence of t. The concatenation of
sequences s and u is denoted by su. The set of t descendants of p; d(p; t), is dened
as fp0 jp t! p0g. With the notation as in the previous denition, we say that transition
t ! t0, for t; t0 2T(G), is valid (holds) in !G if (t; ; t0)2 !G.
Next, given a DeS language and its basic transition system, we dene a transition
system which abstracts away the silent actions and captures divergence due to innite
sequences of silent actions.
Denition 2.5. Given the transition system (T(); A [ fg;!; ") for a DeS language
G; (T(); A [ fg;);*) is the derived transition system (with divergence) for G.
The transition relation ) T()A [ f"gT() and the divergence predicate *
T()A are dened as follows, where 

! is the reexive and transitive closure
of !:
1. p ") q if p 

! q
2. p a) q if p 

! a! 

! q
3. p* " if 9q:(p 

! q^ q")_p 
!
!
4. p* as if p* "_9q:(p a) q^ q* s)
We say ‘p converges on s’, written as p+ s, if :p* s. Expressions p a) and p t)
are dened correspondingly as p a! and p t!. Expression p ) q means p ) q, for
some 2Vis[f"g. The language of p, written as L(p), is fs jp s)g: S(p), the set of
initial visible actions a process p can perform, is fa jp a)g. The set of t descendants
of p in the derived transition system, D(p; t), is dened as fp0 jp t) p0g.
We distinguish the following classes of DeS process languages, and the classes of
their processes, depending on the properties of transition systems they generate.
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Denition 2.6. Assume the basic and derived transition systems for an arbitrary DeS
process language.
1. A process p is well-founded if there exists no innite sequence p0; 0; p1; 1; : : : ;
where p  p0 and pi i! pi+1 for all i> 1. A DeS language is well-founded if all
its processes are well-founded.
2. A process p is nite branching in the basic (derived) transition system if fq jp0!qg
(fq jp0 ) qg) is nite for every t 2Act and p0 in d(p; t) (D(p; t)). A DeS
language is nite branching if all its processes are nite branching in the derived
transition system.
3. A process p is -divergent if q 
!
! for some t 2Vis and q in D(p; t). A process p
is initially -divergent if p 
!
!. A process is -convergent (initially -convergent)
if it is not -divergent (not initially -divergent). A DeS language is -convergent
if all its processes are -convergent.
Lemma 2.7. All well-founded DeS process languages are -convergent.
Since the DeS format is a subformat of the GSOS format the nite branching
property of (basic) transition systems generated by GSOS languages [14, 15] also holds
for basic transition systems generated by DeS languages:
Lemma 2.8. All processes over DeS process languages are nite branching in their
basic transition systems.
But, not all DeS process languages are nite branching (in their derived transition
systems):
Example 2.9. Consider a DeS language with the prexing with a, the deadlocked
process 0 and operators g and f dened by
g a! g X
a! X 0
f(X; Y ) ! f(X 0; a:Y )
f(X; Y ) ! Y
together with the associated -rules. Consider term f(g; 0). We have f(g; 0) ! f(g; a:0)
!    ! f(g; an:0) ! and f(g; an:0) ! an:0, for all n, where an:0 means
nz }| {
a: : : : a: 0:
Process f(g; 0) is not nite branching since f(g; 0) ") an:0 for all n.
However, we have the following weaker result.
Lemma 2.10. All -convergent processes over DeS process languages are nite
branching.
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Prexing a:X a! X; a2Act
External choice
X a! X 0
X  Y a! X 0
Y a! Y 0
X  Y a! Y 0
X ! X 0
X  Y ! X 0 Y
Y ! Y 0
X  Y ! X  Y 0
Internal choice X  Y ! X X  Y ! Y
Fig. 1. SOS rules for operators of B.
Proof. It is clear that any t descendant of a -convergent DeS process is initially
-convergent. Let p be a -convergent process over some DeS process language.
Assume p0 2D(p; t) for some t. We need to show fq jp0 ) qg is nite. We have
fq jp0) qg = Sa2Visfq jp0 a) qg [ fq jp0 ") qg. It follows by Lemma 2.8 that fr0 j r
") r0g is nite for any initially -convergent process r. Hence, fq jp0 ") qg is nite.
We have fq jp0 a) qg = fq jp0 ") a! ") qg. So, by Lemma 2.8 and the fact that
fr0 j r ") r0g is nite for any initially -convergent r, we deduce that fq jp0 ") a! ") qg
is nite for each a. Hence, fq jp0 ) qg is nite.
2.3. Basic DeS language B
Throughout this paper we will work with a simple DeS language B which is
essentially a nite version of the language considered in [29, 20]. It has the two CSP
choice operators  and , the external and internal choice operators respectively,
instead of the CCS choice operator + and prexing with . B is a DeS process lan-
guage (;Act[fg; R), where  = f(0; 0); (
; 0)g[f(a:; 1) j a2Actg[f(; 2); (; 2)g
and R is given in Fig. 1. Operators (0; 0) and (
; 0) are abbreviated by 0 and 
, and
0 is sometimes omitted. Both of the operators hove no dening rules. The precedence
of the operators of B is given by a: >> . We will call B the basic DeS process
language. Sometime it will be convenient to consider sub-languages of B which only
have some of the prexing operators of B. We will write B(A) for the language which
contains prexing operators a: for all a2A, the two choice operators as well as 0 and

. Clearly B(Act) = B.
Denition 2.11. A DeS language H = (0; A0; R0) is a disjoint extension of a DeS
language G = (; A; R) with A; A0Vis [ fg, written as G6H , if 0; AA0;
RR0 and R0 does not contain any new rules for the operators in .
Denition 2.12. A DeS process language G with the set of visible actions A is called
self-encoding if B(A)6G.
B generates the basic transition system B = (T();Act [ fg;!; "). Note that all
processes in T() are well-founded and -convergent. We have 
". Also, if p", then
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(p q) " and (q p) ". But, for example, p " does not imply (p q) ". Given B
we can dene (T();Act [ f"g;); *) in a straightforward way. One can check that
the divergence predicate * is the least relation which satises 
 * and if p *, then
(p q)*; (q p)*; (p q)* and (q p)*.
2.4. Testing preorder
Testing was introduced by De Nicola and Hennessy in [28, 27, 20]. The preorder
based on testing, called testing preorder, is dened in terms of the responses of pro-
cesses to tests, which themselves are processes that may perform special actions w (in-
dicating success) and 1 (explained below). Recall that w; 1 =2Act[fg. The responses of
a process to a test are determined by observing the computations of a system consisting
of the test ‘applied’ to the process.
This paper concerns itself with testing in DeS process languages. For technical
reasons we will limit our attention to a certain subclass of DeS process languages:
Denition 2.13. A DeS process language with the set of actions A is called proper
if AAct [ fg.
Given any proper DeS language G = (; A; R), we dene the testing language
for G, denoted by Test(G), as follows: If Test(G) = (0; A0; R0), then A0 =A [ fw; 1g
and 0 = [ f(0; 0)g [ f(a:; 1) j a2A0nfgg [ f( j ; 2); (; 2)g, where ( j ; 2) is the test
application operator. R0 contains R and all the rules for the new prexing operators,
the usual rules for  and the following rules for the test application operator j.
X a! X 0 Y a! Y 0
X jY ! X 0 jY 0
Y 1! Y 0
X jY ! X jY 0
X ! X 0
X jY ! X 0 jY
Y ! Y 0
X jY ! X jY 0
Clearly, G6Test(G). We dene testing of processes over G in the transition system
generated by the testing language Test(G). We assume that processes are the terms over
 and tests are the terms over 0. The tests are ranged over by t; t0; : : : : The application
of a test t to a process p is written as p j t. The rst rule for the test application operator
tell us that tests have complete control over processes when combined by the operator
{ the tested processes can only perform those visible actions that are allowed by the
tests. Moreover, the converse would also be true, namely that the tested processes have
the same control over the visible actions of tests, except for the second rule above. It
allows a test to perform a private action 1 without a process being aware of it, thus
giving the test a certain degree of independence of the tested process. The last two
rules state that a test or a process can evolve imperceptively by performing a silent
action.
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The sequence p0 j t0 ! p1 j t1 !    ! pk j tk    is called a computation if it is
maximal, i.e. it is innite or it is nite with the last element pk j tk such that pk j tk !
p0 j t0 for no pair p0; t0.
Next, we restate the denitions of relations ‘may satisfy’ and ‘must satisfy’ between
processes and tests, and of testing preorders nmay ; nmust and n as in [28, 27, 20].
Denition 2.14. Let G be a proper DeS process language and Test(G) be its testing
language. For a process p and a test t
p may t if p j t 

! p0 j t0 and t0 w!;
p must t if whenever (p j t )p0 j t0 ! p1 j t1 !    is a computation, then
 9n> 0: tn w! and
 if (pk j tk)"; then tk0 w! for some k 06 k:
For processes p and q and tests t
p nmay q if 8t: (p may t implies q may t);
p nmust q if 8t: (p must t implies q must t);
p n q if p nmay q and p nmust q:
It is easily checked that nmay ; nmust and n are preorders. Testing equivalence,
written as , is dened by p  q if and only if p n q^ q n p. The equivalences arising
from nmay and nmust , denoted by may and must, are dened correspondingly.
Instead of working directly with nmay ; nmust and n , we will employ alternative
characterisations of these preorders as described in [28, 20].
Denition 2.15. With the notation as in the previous denition
pmay q if L(p)L(q);
pmust q if 8s2Act: p+ s implies
 q+ s and
 8q0:(q s) q0 implies 9p0: (p s) p0 and S(p0)S(q0)));
p q if pmay q and pmust q:
Note that our denition of  is almost the same as the corresponding Denition
4.4.5 in [20]. The only dierence is that instead of the condition in the second bullet
in Denition 2.15 the condition A(q; s) A(p; s) is used in [20]. We recall that
A(q; s) is fS(p0) jp s) p0g, and AB if for every A2A there is some B2B
such that BA. It is easily checked that the condition in the second bullet above and
the expression A(q; s)A(p; s) are logically equivalent.
The equivalences based on may ; must and , denoted by ’ may; ’ must and
’, are dened correspondingly as may; must and .
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Finally, we have our version of a characterisation result. The proof can be found in
Appendix A.
Theorem 2.16 (Alternative characterisation of testing preorders). For all processes p
and q over any proper DeS process language
pmay q if and only if p nmay q;
pmust q if and only if p nmust q;
p q if and only if p n q:
In the rest of the paper we will use the following notation. We will write Test(G)
for the quotient algebra of elements of T(G) factored by . Hence, Test(G) j=PvQ
will mean (P)  (Q) for all P and Q and all ground substitutions  over G. Since
we will talk about axioms which are preserved by taking disjoint extensions of DeS
languages we will need TEST(G), the class of all algebras Test(G0) where G0 is a
disjoint extension of G. For P;Q 2 T(G) we have
TEST(G) j=PvQ if and only if (8G0:G6G0 implies Test(G0) j=PvQ):
3. Congruence theorem
In this section we prove the congruence theorem which is the foundation of our
axiomatisation algorithm. Then, we briey comment on congruence results for other
formats with a special treatment of silent actions.
Theorem 3.1 (Congruence).  is a precongruence for all DeS languages.
The proof of Theorem 3.1, similarly as the proofs of congruence theorems for
other weak equivalences and classes of process languages [12, 33], is rather technical.
Before we give the details we will show that  is not in general preserved by
non-DeS operators. We consider only two classes of such operators: the operators
dened by rules with negative antecedents and the operators dened by rules with
copying. Both of these features, namely negative premises and copying, appear in
GSOS rules.
Example 3.2. Consider the operator b>a which gives priority to action b over action
a. The dening rules are as follows:
X b! X 0
b>a(X )
b! b>a(X 0)
b 6= a X
a! X 0 X b9
b>a(X )
a! b>a(X 0)
Since the second rule has the negative antecedent X
b9 the rules for b>a are not
DeS. Let p= a:(b a:
) a:a and q= a:(b a:
) a:a:
. Clearly p ’ q but not
b>a(p) ’ b>a(q). For b>a(p)+ aa, but b>a(q)* aa since b>a(q) aa=) 
.
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Example 3.3. Consider operators f and f0 dened by the following rules:
X a! X 0
f(X ) ! f0(X 0; X 0)
b 6= a X
b! X 0 Y c! Y 0
f0(X; Y ) c! 0
Notice that since the target of the rst rule has two copies of X 0 the rules are not DeS.
Let p= a:b a:c and q= a:(b c). Clearly p ’ q but not f(p) ’ f(q): f(q) c) but
f(p)
c
; .
Now, we turn our attention to the proof of Theorem 3.1. We will introduce a num-
ber of helpful notions. In order to improve the analysis of the behaviour of pro-
cesses in arbitrary contexts we will employ ruloids and Ruloid theorem for DeS
languages { these are based on Bloom’s work on ruloids for GSOS languages
[10, 12].
Ruloids are expressions that are very similar to DeS rules:
fXi ai! X 0i gi2 I
C(X1; : : : ; Xn)
! D[Y ]
Unlike in DeS rules, the consequent has the form C[X ] ! D[Y ], where both C[X ] and
D[Y ] are contexts and Y is dened as in Denition 2.1. Active arguments of ruloids
are dened in the same fashion as for DeS rules. There are ruloids corresponding to
-rules, henceforth called -ruloids. So, for each i2 I , the following ruloid is a -ruloid
associated with the above ruloid.
Xi
! X 0i
C(X1; : : : ; Xi; : : : ; Xn)
! C(X1; : : : ; X 0i ; : : : ; Xn)
Example 3.4. Consider actions a and b with b 6= a, and the context (X  b:Y )na,
where n a is the usual CSP hiding operator which is formally dened in Section 4.1.
The ruloids for (X  b:Y )na and action b are as follows:
X b! X 0
(X  b:Y )na b! X 0na
(X  b:Y )na b! Yna
There is only one associated -ruloid since only the argument X is active:
X ! X 0
(X  b:Y )na ! (X 0 b:Y )na
Given a DeS language, a context C[p] and an action  over the language, the
Ruloid theorem says that it is possible to construct the set ruloids which describes all
transitions C[p] ! t.
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Theorem 3.5 (Ruloid theorem). Let G= (; A[ fg; R) be a DeS language. Assume
C[X ] =2 Var is a context over  and 2A [ fg. Then, there exists a nite set of
ruloids for C[X ] and  together with their associated -ruloids; denoted by Ruloids
(C[X ]; ); such that
1: Ruloids(C[X ]; ) explains all  moves of all instances of C[X ]. Namely; if (C[X ]
! D[Y ]) is valid; for some  ground substitution ; then there exists r 2Ruloids
(C[X ]; ) such that (cons(r))  (C[X ] ! D[Y ]) and the members of (ante(r))
are valid.
2: Ruloids(C[X ]; ) consists of valid ruloids only. Namely; for any r 2Ruloids
(C[X ]; ) and  ground substitution , if (ante(r)) is valid; then (cons(r)) is
valid.
The proof of the theorem can be found in Appendix B.
It will be benecial in the forthcoming proof of Theorem 3.1 to use a certain notation
for ruloids which is similar to ruloids in -presentation [12]. A ruloid for C[X ] is -
presented if it has one antecedent Xi
! X 0i for each variable in X , where 2A[fg[
fg and  is a new auxiliary action not in Vis. An ordinary ruloid for C[X ] and , call
it r, can be made into a corresponding -presented ruloid by adding to antecedents the
transition Xi
! X 0i for each variable Xi of X which does not appear in the antecedents
of r. The antecedent Xi
! X 0i represents a null transition: when a ruloid with such
an antecedent is used, then Xi and X 0i are bound to the same term. For example, the
following is the set of -presented ruloids for (X  b:Y )na and b. The second ruloid
can be called an ‘axiom’ ruloid because of the form of its antecedents.
X b! X 0 Y ! Y 0
(X  b:Y )na b! X 0na
X ! X 0 Y ! Y 0
(X  b:Y )na b! Y 0na
The rst of the above -presented ruloids, and the ruloid for X na and action c, where
c 6= a, can be written using the following abstract notation:
X b! X 0 Y ! Y 0
C[X; Y ] b! C0[X 0; Y 0]
X c! X 0 Y ! Y 0
C0[X; Y ] c! C0[X 0; Y 0]
;
where C[X; Y ] and C0[X; Y ] stand for the contexts (X  b:Y )na and X na respectively.
Note that the second ruloid has antecedents for both X and Y although C0[X; Y ] actually
stands for X na and Y does not appear in X na. Note that since no process variable can
be copied in De Simone rules or ruloids, hence cannot be used more than once in the
target of the consequent, it is safe to use the same number of process variables in both
the source and target of the consequent. This abstract notation for -presented ruloids
is extensively used in the proof of our congruence theorem.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let G= (; A [ fg; R) be a DeS process language. Assume
p q, where p and q are vectors of closed  terms. We need to prove C[p]  C[q],
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for any n-ary  context C[X ]. The last can be subdivided, by Denition 2.15, into
three parts:
1. L(C[p])L(C[q]);
2. 8s2Act: C[p]+ s implies C[q]+ s;
3. 8s2Act: C[p]+ s implies (8D[X ]; q0: C[q] s) D[q0] implies 9p0: (C[p] s) D[p0]
^ S(D[p0])S(D[q0]))).
We prove these parts in turn.
1. Let 1 : : : k 2 (Act[fg) be such that after removing actions  we obtain s2Act.
We will show that C[p] s) implies C[q] s). C[p] 1!    k! can be represented as
C[p]  C0[p0] 1!    k! Ck [pk ] for some contexts Cj[X ] and n-ary vectors pj. Note
that some contexts Cj[X ] may in fact stand for open terms where not all elements
of X appear. For each 06j < k the transition Cj[pj]
j+1−! Cj+1[pj+1] gives rise,
by the Ruloid theorem and the discussion concerning -presented ruloids, to the
following sequence denoted by ():
p1j
1j+1−! p1j+1; : : : ; pnj nj+1−! pnj+1;
where each ij+1 2Act [ fg [ fg. Sequence () species the behaviour of the
components pij of pj, for 16i6n, which produces Cj[pj]
j+1−! Cj+1[pj+1].
Sequence () can be abbreviated by pj
Aj+1−! pj+1, where Aj+1 is the column
vector of ij+1’s. We can say more about vectors Al. When Al contains no visible
action, then it consists either of a single  and n − 1 labels  or it consists of
n labels . These vectors arise when applying -presented -ruloids and ‘axiom’
ruloids respectively. The rst of these vectors is called a -column.
Putting the individual transitions of all pj together we obtain p0
A1!    Ak! pk , or
abbreviating even further p0
A! pk , where A is a vector of column vectors Aj. In
other words, A is an n  k matrix. Note that the ith row of A is i1    ik and
it represents the behaviour the ith component pi0 of p0. Let si be i1    ik with
all labels  and  removed, thus pi0
si). Performing the same for other components
of p0 we obtain p0
s), where s is the column vector s1; : : : ; sn. Since p  q and
p  p0 we have q( q0) s).
If we could repeat the above argument in reverse for q0, that is from q0
s) deduce
q0
A!, then we would derive C[q0] s) as required. However, q0 A! is not valid in
general since the components of q0 and p0 may vary in the number of actions 
they can perform and the places of their occurrence. But, it can be easily shown
that given q0
s) (and keeping A in mind) we can construct an n l matrix B such
that it only diers from A in the number and positions of -columns. Having this
we can deduce C[q0]
1!    l!, where the sequence 1    l diers from 1    k
in the number and places of occurrences of actions . Hence, (C[q] )C[q0] s)
follows.
2. We will show that, for every s2Act, if C[q]* s, then C[p]* s. Assume C[q]* s
for some s. This means that, for some minimal t6s, C0[X ] and q0 such that C[q] t)
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C0[q0], we either have C0[q0] " or C0[q0] 
!
!. (The minimality of t means that for
all proper subsequences t0 of t we have C[q]+ t0). We only consider the rst case
C0[q0] ", the proof of the second is similar. C0[q0] " implies there is a ruloid for
C0[X ] and some  which has the antecedent Xi
! X 0i with  6=  such that q0i ". From
C[q] t) C0[q0] we obtain by using the Ruloid theorem qi ti) q0i , for some ti 2Act,
and thus qi * ti. Since p q we easily obtain pi * ti. Thus, there exist p0i and t0i6ti,
such that pi
t0i) p0i and p0i " or p0i 
!
!. Using the Ruloid theorem for C[X ] and the
other contexts involved in C[q] !    ! C0[q0] we obtain: (a) C[p] t
0
) C[p0],
where C[X ] is some context which appears in C[q] !    ! C0[q0], (b) the ith
argument of C[X ] is active and the ith component of p0 is p0i and (c) t06t. Thus,
C[p0]" or C[p0] 
!
!. This implies C[p]* t0 and so C[p]* s.
3. Assume C[p]+ s and C[q] s) D[q0] for some s2Act, q0 and D[X ]. We need to
show (a) there exists p0 such that C[p] s) D[p0] and (b) S(D[p0])S(D[q0]).
Using the Ruloid theorem and the technique from part 1 we establish the behaviour
of q which gives rise to C[q] s) D[q0]. We write it as q s) q0, where s is a vector
of si 2Act. By part 2 we obtain C[q]+ s and thus, overloading the notation, q + s.
C[p]+ s means that, for all t6s, if C[p] t), then p t) and p+ t by the Ruloid
theorem. Clearly t6s, i.e. ti6si for all i. We wish to prove that p
s). Assume the
opposite: for all ti6si described above we have pi
ti) and pi
si; . The last gives
pi + si which, together with pi  qi and qi si), produces pi si): a contradiction.
Thus, for all i and p0i , we obtain pi
si) p0i . Hence, p s) p0. Similarly as in part 1, we
deduce C[p] s) D[p0] which is the required sub-result (a). Since S(p0i)S(q0i)
for each i, and since the behaviour of D[p0] and D[q0] depends on the actions of
p0 and q0 respectively we deduce that if D[p0] a), for some a, then D[q0] a). Thus,
S(D[p0])S(D[q0]) as required.
As an immediate consequence we have
Corollary 3.6. n is a precongruence for all proper DeS languages.
DeS process operators preserve testing preorder as well as many other weak equiva-
lences and preorders. Since DeS languages are a subclass of ISOS languages DeS op-
erators preserve refusal simulation preorder [32, 33] and eager bisimulation [33, 36, 37].
It is thus somewhat surprising that such well behaved operators do not preserve the
standard version of weak bisimulation [24]. Following the example of the action rene-
ment operator [40], which does not preserve weak bisimulation, a simple DeS version
of this operator is dened in [37] thus showing that DeS operators do not preserve
the standard weak bisimulation. However, Bloom [12] proposed a class of process
languages where weak bisimulation is preserved, but the languages in the class suer
in our opinion from a complicated denition. There are also several other classes of
process languages [12], where branching bisimulation and the rooted versions of both
weak and branching bisimulations are preserved.
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E1 X  0 = X
E2 X  X = X
E3 X  Y = Y  X
E4 X  (Y  Z) = (X  Y ) Z
I2 X  X = X
I3 X  Y = Y  X
I4 X  (Y  Z) = (X  Y ) Z
C1 a:X  a:Y = a:X  a:Y
C2 a:X  a:Y = a:(X  Y )
C3 X  Y v X  Y
D1 X  (Y  Z) = (X  Y ) (X  Z)
D2 X  (Y  Z) = (X  Y ) (X  Z)

1 
 v X

2 X  
 v X  

Fig. 2. Axiom system TB for testing preorder.
4. Axiom systems for DeS languages
In this section we show how to generate an axiomatisation of testing preorder for of
an arbitrary DeS language. The strategy is as follows: Given a DeS language G, we
disjointly extend it with the basic process language B to obtain G0. We propose sound
laws (axiom schemas) for all G0 operators which are not in B. The axiom system for
G (in fact for G0) consists of the instances of these laws together with the axiom
system for B. If G is well-founded, then the proposed axiom system is sucient to
rewrite arbitrary process terms over G into equivalent terms over B. This is possible
because well-founded terms over G can be put into head normal form by using the
axiom system. Hence, the problem of completeness for well-founded processes over
G is reduced to the already solved completeness problem for B. In order to achieve
completeness for a certain subclass of not well-founded processes it is enough to extend
the axiom system with one innitary induction rule.
We start by recalling the axiom system TB for  and the language B. TB consists
of equations and inequations given in Fig. 2 as well as the usual properties of precon-
gruences: reexivity, transitivity, substitutivity (if PvQ, then f(P)vf(Q) for every
operator f of B), instantiation (if PvQ, then (P)v (Q) for every substitution )
and inequations as, for example, in Fig. 1:2 in [20]. We will write T‘PvQ and
T‘P=Q to mean that PvQ and P=Q respectively can be derived from the axiom
system T.
Lemma 4.1 (Hennessy [20]). TB ‘PvQ if and only if Test (B) j=PvQ.
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Since  and  are associative we will use the following summation notation. If
fPi j i2 I = fi1; : : : ; imgg is a nite set of process terms, then let
P
i2 I Pi denote the
term Pi1    Pim . When I = ;, then
P
i2 I Pi denotes 0. For the internal choice we
use
L
i2I Pi to denote Pi1      Pim provided that I 6= ;.
Finally, we recall the denition of head normal forms (hnf for short) [28, 20].
Denition 4.2. Let A denote a nite set of subsets of Act. We say that A is saturated
if (a) A; B2A implies A [ B2A, and (b) for A; B2A, AC B implies C 2A.
Head normal forms are dened as follows: if A is saturated and non-empty, thenL
A2A
P
a2A a:Pa is in hnf; if A is a subset of Act, then
P
a2A a:Pa 
 is in hnf.
Notice that if A= f;g, then LA2APa2A a:Pa 0 since Pa2; a:Pa denotes 0. Also,
if A= ;, then Pa2A a:Pa
= 0
, and 0
 can be rewritten by E1 as 
. Hence,
we will treat 0 and 
 as terms in hnf. Terms (a:p b:q)  c :r and a:p 
 are in
hnf but (a:p
) c :r and a:p a:q are not. Each term in hnf enjoys an important
property: if it has any a descendants, then they are syntactically equal. For example,
(a:pb:q)a:r is in hnf if and only if p r. This property is vital in obtaining nite
axiomatisations of . Process terms can be put in hnf by using TB and the following
derived axioms [20].
Der1 X  
 = X  

Der2 X  (Y  
) = X  Y  

Der3 X  Y = X  Y  (X  Y )
Der4 X  (X  Y  Z) = X  (X  Y ) (X  Y  Z)
Der5 (a:X  Z) (a:Y  V ) = (a:(X  Y ) Z) (a:(X  Y )  V )
We will show how to transform process terms into hnf in Section 4.2. Notice the
importance of axioms C1; C2 and Der5 in obtaining terms with unique a descendants.
4.1. Axiomatisation algorithm
This subsection introduces a number of laws, or axiom schemas, which allow us
to rewrite process terms into hnf. We dene an algorithm which uses these laws to
generate sound axiomatisations of arbitrary DeS languages. The usefulness of our
algorithm is illustrated by generating axiomatisations of the language B extended with
the CSP hiding operator and the CCS parallel composition operator.
We will need to distinguish two subclasses of DeS operators, namely distinctive
[3] and -introducing operators [34].
Denition 4.3. A DeS operator (f; n) is distinctive if (a) for each ith argument Xi
of f Xi is active in either all or none of the De Simone rules for f, and (b) for each
pair of dierent De Simone rules for f there is an argument Xj such that each rule in
the pair has an antecedent for Xj but with a dierent action. A DeS operator (f; n)
is -introducing if  is the action of one of its De Simone rules.
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Lemma 4.4 (Ulidowski [34]). Let G be a self-encoding DeS process language; and
let (f; n) be an operator of G with the dening rules of the form
fXi ai! X 0i gi2I
f(X1; : : : ; Xn)
! C[Y ]
:
(Action laws) Assume f is a distinctive operator and one of its rules has the above
form. Also; assume Pi ai :X 0i ; for i2 I; and PiXi otherwise. If 2Act; then; for an
appropriate P0; we have
TEST(G) j=f(P) =  :C[P0]; (1)
else (i.e. f is -introducing) we have
TEST(G) j=f(P) =C[P0]: (2)
(Inaction laws) Assume that f is such that; for each rule for f of the above form;
there is an index i2 I such that either Pi 0 or Pi a:X 0i for some a 6= ai. Then;
TEST(G) j=f(P) = 0: (3)
(Divergence laws) Assume that there is a rule for f of the above form such that;
for some i2 I; we have Pi
; and; for all other rules for f of the form
fXi ai! X 0i gi2I 0
f(X1; : : : ; Xn)
! C0[Y ]
;
there is an index i2 I 0 such that Pi 0; Pi
 or Pi a:X 0i for some a 6= ai. Then;
TEST(G) j=f(P)v
: (4)
Since we also have 
vX (axiom 
1), for all X , we could substitute (4) by
f(P) =
.
Proof of Lemma 4.4. The above laws are sound with respect to refusal simulation
preorder [34] and since refusal simulation preorder renes  we obtain that the laws
are also sound for .
Next, we dene the distributivity over  and  laws.
Lemma 4.5 (Distributivity over  laws). Let G be a self-encoding DeS process lan-
guage. Let (f; n) be an operator of G such that its ith argument is active. If
XiX  Y; then
TEST(G) j=f(X) =f(X)[X=Xi]  f(X)[Y=Xi]: (5)
It is important to note that  laws hold, unlike the corresponding laws in [34] and
the distributivity over + laws in [3], without the requirement that each rule for f
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has an antecedent for the ith argument. The proof of Lemma 4.5 can be found in
Appendix C.
Notice that, by left-to-right application of X  
=X  
 and of the instances of
the distributivity over  laws, a process f(p) with active arguments in hnf can be
rewritten as
L
I f(pi), where all active components of each pi are either 
 or of the
form
P
A a:pa with AAct. This suggests that the distributivity over  laws need
only be given for terms f(X) with all active arguments of the form
P
A a:Xa or 
.
Since Act is nite there are only nitely many subsets A of Act, and thus there will
only be nitely many instances of the distributivity over  laws { this is one of the
two reasons why our axiomatisations are nite. In contrast, the distributivity over 
laws for refusal simulation preorder n RS in [34] apply to terms with the active sub-
terms of the form
P
A aiXai , where A is a multiset of visible actions. Since there are
innitely many multisets A with actions in Act axiomatisations of n RS developed in
[34] are not nite. Note that a term
P
A aiXai can be rewritten to a term
P
A ai:Yai ,
where A is the set of actions of A, using the axioms for  but not the axioms
for n RS .
We will use the following notation to express the form of active arguments. Let A
be a vector with n elements such that the ith element Ai is  if i =2 active(f), and Ai
is  or a subset of Act otherwise. Then, AX (as in f(AX) below) denotes a vector
of n open terms such that its ith element, written as AiXi, is any term if i =2 active(f),
otherwise AiXi is 
 if Ai =  and
P
aj 2 Ai aj :Xij if AiAct. In the last two cases we
will write (AiXi)j to denote 
 if Ai =  and aj :Xij otherwise. Moreover, given a trigger
 we say that  res from A (or 2A) if whenever i, the ith element of , is not
, then Ai 6=  and i 2Ai. Also, let 
(f(AX)) be true if one of the active arguments
of f(AX) is 
.
Lemma 4.6 (Distributivity over  laws). Let (f; n) be an operator of a self-encoding
DeS process language G. Suppose that i is such that each rule for f has an an-
tecedent for Xi. Then; the following laws are valid in TEST(G).
f(AX) =
P
j
f(AX)[(AiXi)j=AiXi]
if 
(f(AX)) _
(:
(f(AX)) ^ 82 trig(f):  =2A) (6)
f(AX) =
P
Ai
f(AX)[aj :Xij=AiXi] 
L
Ci
f(AX)[cj :Xij=AiXi]
if :
(f(AX)) ^ 92 trig(f): 2A ^
Ci = fi j 2 trig(f) ^ 2Ag (7)
Next, we briey explain the syntactic conditions of the above laws. The condition
for law (6) says that either one of the active arguments (not necessarily the jth) is 
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(X  Y )na = X na  YnaP
b2B
b:Xb

na = P
b2B
(b:Xb)na if a =2BP
b2B
b:Xb a:X

na =
P
b2B
(b:Xb)na (a:X )na

 (a:X )na if a =2B
(b:X )na = b:(X na) if b 6= a
(a:X )na = X na
0na = 0

na v 

Fig. 3. Axioms for the CSP hiding operator.
or none of the active arguments is 
 and no  triggers for f can re from A. The
condition for law (7) says that none of the active arguments is 
, f is -introducing
and CiAi is the set of all ith elements of all  triggers for f that can re from A.
The proof of Lemma 4.6 can be found in Appendix C.
Next, consider the extension of B with the CSP hiding operator na which is dened
as follows:
X a! X 0
X na ! X 0na
X b! X 0
X na b! X 0na
b 6= a X
! X 0
X na ! X 0na
Since, by Denition 4.3, na is distinctive it clearly satises the assumption of
Lemma 4.6. The axioms obtained by Lemmas 4.4{4.6 are given in Fig. 3. Note that
the third equation does not hold without the side condition. The second and the third
equations in Fig. 3 are axiom schemas. Since Act is nite these equations represent
nite sets of axioms, namely one for each subset B of Act. Hence, the axiomatisation
is nite. Axiomatisations of other distinctive operators, for example the restriction or
renaming of CCS, which are generated by Lemmas 4.4{4.6 are for the same reason
nite.
The following lemma shows how non-distinctive operators can be axiomatised with
the help of auxiliary distinctive operators.
Lemma 4.7 (Non-distinctive operator laws). Let a non-distinctive (f; n) be an oper-
ator of a self-encoding DeS process language G. Then; there is a disjoint extension
G0 of G with (a) (possibly zero) n-ary distinctive non--introducing operators fk; for
k 2K nN; and (b) (possibly zero) n-ary distinctive -introducing operators fl; for
l2LnN; such that G0 is a self-encoding DeS language and the following laws
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hold in TEST(G0).
f(AX) =
P
K
fk(AX) 
P
L
fl(AX)
if 
(f(AX)) _
(:
(f(AX)) ^ 82 trig(f):  =2A) (8)
f(AX) =
P
K
fk(AX) 
P
L
fl(AX)

 L
N
fn(AX)
if :
(f(AX)) ^ 92 trig(f): 2A ^
N = fn j 2 trig(f) ^ 2A ^ 2 trig(fn)g (9)
The condition of (8) is the same as the condition for (6). The condition of (9) says
that none of the active arguments of f(AX) is 
, f is -introducing and N L is
the set of all n such that each  trigger for f that can re from A is also a  trigger
for fn.
The sketch of a proof of Lemma 4.7 can be found in Appendix C. It is important
to notice that the lemma allows us to rewrite process terms f(AX), for each non-
distinctive operator f, using only nitely many auxiliary operators fk and fl. This is
because f has nitely many dening De Simone rules, and each such rule gives rise
to at most one auxiliary operator fk or fl (the details are described in Appendix C).
This is the second reason why our axiomatisations are nite.
As an example of axiomatisation of a non-distinctive and -introducing operator we
consider B extended with the CCS parallel composition operator k. Assume that, for
each a2Act, we have a2Act and a= a. By Lemma 4.7 the operator k is axiomatised
in terms of three auxiliary operators. We call these operators the left-merge, written
as , the right-merge, written as , and the communication merge, written as j , since
they are very similar to the operators with the same names discussed in [7, 8, 6, 3]. Our
operators are dened by the following De Simone rules together with the associated
-rules which are not shown. Note that, unlike their original versions, these operators
are DeS.
X a! X 0
X Y a! X 0kY
Y a! Y 0
X Y a! X kY 0
X a! X 0 Y a! Y 0
X jY ! X 0kY 0
We assume that prexing binds stronger than the above three parallel composition
operators, which in turn bind stronger than  and . The axioms for k and its aux-
iliary operators are given in Fig. 4. Expressions AX and BY stand for
P
a2A a:Xa
and
P
b2B b:Xb respectively, where A; B 6= ;. We also assume that, for any AX and P,
AX kP is the shorthand for (Pa2A a:Xa)kP, and similarly with PkAX , AX P, P AX ,
AX jP and P jAX . For the same reason as for the hiding operator the axiomatisation
of the CCS parallel composition operator in Fig. 4 is nite.
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(X  Y ) k Z =X k Z  Y k Z
X k (Y  Z) =X k Y  X k Z
AX k 
=AX 
  AX 
  AX j


 k AX =
 AX  
 AX  
 jAX
AX k BY =AX BY  AX BY  AX jBY if A \ B= ;
AX k BY =AX BY  AX BY  AX jBY if A \ B 6= ;
(X  Y ) Z =X Z  Y Z X (Y  Z) =X Y  X ZP
A
a:Xa

Y =
P
A
(a:Xa Y ) X
P
B
b:Yb

=
P
B
(X b:Yb)
a:X Y = a:(X k Y ) X a:Y = a:(X k Y )
0 X = 0 X 0= 0

 X v 
 X 
 v 

(X  Y ) jZ =X jZ  Y jZ
X j (Y  Z) =X jY  X jZP
A
a:Xa

jBY =P
A
(a:Xa jBY ) if A \ B 6= ;
AX j
P
B
b:Yb

=
P
B
(AX j b:Yb) if A \ B 6= ;
P
A
a:Xa

jBY =P
AnC
(a:Xa jBY )
L
C
(c :Xc jBY ) if A \ B=C 6= ;
AX j
P
B
b:Yb

=
P
BnC
(AX j b:Yb)
L
C
(AX j c :Xc) if A \ B=C 6= ;
a:X j a:Y =X k Y
a:X j b:Y = 0 if a 6= b
0 jX = 0
X j 0= 0

 jX v 

X j
 v 

Fig. 4. Axioms for the CCS parallel composition.
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Input: DeS language G with the set of visible actions A.
1. If G is not self-encoding, then add disjointly to G a copy of B(A). Call the result
G00.
2. For each operator f =2 B(A) in G00 add to TB(A) all the instances of the distribu-
tivity over  laws (5) and call the resulting system T00.
3. For each non-distinctive operator f =2B(A) in G00 apply the construction of
Lemma 4.7 to obtain the language G0. Add to T00 all the instances of laws (8)
and (9), and call the resulting system T0.
4. For each distinctive operator f =2B(A) in G0 add to T0 the following axioms:
an action law (1) or (2) for each rule for f; all the inaction laws (3); all the
divergence laws (4); and, for each active argument of f, the distributivity over
 laws (6) and (7). Call the resulting system T.
Output: Self-encoding DeS language G0 such that G < G0, and the axiom system T
such that TEST(G0) j= T.
Fig. 5. The Axiomatisation Algorithm.
We can remove some redundancy among the axioms in Fig. 4. Firstly, since X
Y =Y X we can replace all terms with by the appropriate terms with and remove
the axioms for . Secondly, we can add, for example, valid and derivable (from the
axioms generated by our method) reexivity axioms for k and j and for closed terms.
Such addition would make the second, the fourth and ve other easily identiable
axioms redundant. However, it can be shown, by employing a similar argument as in
[4], that the reexivity axioms for k and j and for open terms are not in general
derivable from the axioms generated by our method.
Next, in Fig. 5 we present the Axiomatisation Algorithm which generates a sound ax-
iomatisation of  for an arbitrary DeS process language. Moreover, the axiom system
generated by the algorithm is head normalising for initially -convergent processes.
Theorem 4.8 (Soundness). Let G be a DeS process language and G0 be a disjoint
extension of G produced by the Axiomatisation Algorithm. Moreover; let T be the
axiom system produced by the Axiomatisation Algorithm. Then; TEST(G0) j= T.
Proof. By Lemmas 4.4{4.7.
4.2. Finiteness and head normalisation
In this subsection we argue that the axiomatisations produced by the algorithm in
Fig. 5. Moreover, they are head normalising for initially -convergent processes.
Theorem 4.9 (Finiteness). Axiom systems produced by the Axiomatisation Algorithm
are nite.
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Proof. Assume the notation as in Fig. 5. The following properties are true about the
resulting language G0 and the axiom system T. Note that since Act is nite A is also
nite.
1. Since G has nitely many operators T has only nitely many instances of law (5).
2. G can only have nitely many non-distinctive operators. Since each DeS operator
has only nitely many dening rules there will only be nitely many auxiliary
distinctive operators required by Lemma 4.7. Thus, G0 has only a nite number of
distinctive operators.
3. It is clear, from the remarks in point 2 above, that laws (1){(2) give rise to nitely
many instances for each distinctive operator in G0.
4. There are only nitely many dierent instances of laws (6) and (7) in T, up to a
change of variable names. This is because there is only a nite number of dierent
A we can use in f(AX): for Ai is either  or 
 or one of the nitely many subsets
of A.
5. For the same reason as for laws (6) and (7), each of laws (8) and (9) contributes
a nite set of instances to T.
Since T consists of TB(A), which is nite, and the sets of all instances of laws
(1){(9), where each of these sets is nite, we conclude that T is nite.
In the next subsection we will argue that the axiomatisations produced by the
Axiomatisation Algorithm are not only nite but also complete for well-founded DeS
languages. Since B extended with the CCS parallel composition operator is well-
founded the axiomatisation of testing preorder over the language is both nite and
complete. Similarly, the axiomatisation produced by the Axiomatisation Algorithm for
B extended with the hiding operator is also nite and complete.
The next theorem is essential in proving completeness of the generated axiomatisa-
tions.
Theorem 4.10 (Head normalisation). Let G be a DeS process language and G0 be
a disjoint extension of G produced by the Axiomatisation Algorithm. Also; let T
be the axiom system produced by the Axiomatisation Algorithm. Then; T is head
normalising for all initially -convergent processes in T(G0).
Proof. We will prove by induction the following property denoted by (?):
if p2T(G0) and p is initially -convergent, then 9q2T(G0) such that
q is in hnf and T‘p= q:
The induction is on d"(p) which is dened as follows: Firstly, we dene a func-
tion d : T() ! N which species the depth of operator names in ground terms over
some signature . Function d is dened inductively by d(t) = 0 if t is a constant, and
d(g(t1; : : : ; tr)) = 1+maxfd(ti) j 16i6rg otherwise. Function d" is dened only for ini-
tially -convergent processes. It species the maximal operator depth of "-descendants
of processes: for initially -convergent p we dene d"(p) as maxfd(p0) j p ") p0g.
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In the base case and the inductive step we will demonstrate how to rewrite initially
-convergent process terms into terms in a certain form by using laws (1){(9) and
some of the axioms and derived axioms for B. The mentioned form is called the sum
of prexed terms form, sptf for short, and it is dened inductively as follows: A term
p is in sptf if
 p  0; p  
 or p  a:r, for some action a and term r,
 p  p0 p00 or p  p0  p00, for some p0 and p00 in sptf.
Terms in sptf do not necessarily have unique a descendants, but it is routine to prove,
using the rewriting techniques developed in [28, 20], that terms in sptf can be trans-
formed into terms in hnf. Axioms C1; C2 and Der5 play the central role in this trans-
formation.
Now we return to the proof of property (?). We begin with the base case. Assume
that p is an initially -convergent G0 process term and d"(p) = 0. This means that p
is a constant, i.e. an operator with zero arguments, and, for each p0 such that p ") p0,
process p0 is also a constant. We transform p into sptf by repeatedly performing the
following steps.
1. If p is distinctive, which means that there is at most one dening rule for p, then
p can be rewritten using action or inaction laws.
2. If p is not distinctive, then it can be rewritten using law (8) or law (9). The resulting
term will contain only distinctive constants and each of them will be rewritten using
action and inaction laws if required.
It may happen that after performing steps 1 and 2 the resulting term t is in sptf, then
we are nished. If t is not in sptf (this will happen when p is -introducing), then
we rewrite each of the constants in t, which is not prexed by an action and it is
neither 0 nor 
, according to steps 1 and 2 above. We continue the above-dened
transformation of the resulting term as long as it contains constants which are not
prexed with actions and which are not 0 or 
. Notice that each  transition of a
constant corresponds to rewriting the constant either by law (2) or by law (9) together
with (2). Since p is initially -convergent the transformation will eventually terminate
with the resulting process term in sptf. Finally, the axioms and the derived axioms for
B can be used to rewrite it into hnf.
Next, we assume that the property (?) holds for all q such that d"(q)6n and
show that it also holds for any p with d"(p) = n + 1. As in the base case it is
enough to show how to rewrite p into sptf. Since p is not necessarily a constant
the steps corresponding to 1 and 2 above are more complicated. They are as
follows:
10. Assume that the operator of p is distinctive. If, moreover, p is a constant, then
rewrite p using action and inaction laws if required. However, if p  f(p), then
since d"(pi)6n, for each pi of p, the term pi can be put into hnf p0i by inductive
hypothesis. Thus, we continue with f(p0).
(a) If any active argument of f(p0) has the form r
, where r is not 0, then each
such argument is rewritten as r
 by the derived axiom Der1. As a result we
obtain f(p00), where each active argument p00i has one of the following forms:
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; 0,
L
K 6=; p
00
ik or p
00
ik  
, where p00ik is an external choice of terms prexed
with actions. If p00i is not active, then p
00
i  p0i .
(b) If any of the active arguments of f(p00) have the form of an internal sum,
then we repeatedly use law (5) from left to right. Thus, f(p00) is rewritten toL
M f(p
00
m), where each active argument of each f(p
00
m) has one of the forms

; 0 or
P
I 6=; ai :ri for some ais and ris.
Remark. Note that Lemmas 4.6{4.7 give the distributivity laws for terms f(AX)
with active arguments of the form 
, 0 or
P
I 6=; ai :ri.
(c) If any of the active arguments of any f(p00m) are external sums, then we use the
distributivity over  laws for these arguments. We perform this transformation
for all such f(p00m). The resulting term will be a sum (external and=or internal)
of terms f(p000n ), where each active argument is either 
; 0 or ani : rni, for some
ani and rni. Finally, rewrite each of the subterms f(p000n ) using action, inaction
and divergence laws as appropriate.
20. If the operator of p is not distinctive, then p can be rewritten using law (8)
or law (9). The resulting term will be a sum (external and=or internal) of terms
with outermost operators being distinctive. Each of these terms is rewritten as in
step 10.
At this stage the resulting term is almost in sptf { it is a sum (external and=or
internal) of terms of the following form: 
; 0; ani : rni or g(r), where g is none of the
action prexing, internal or external choice operators. The last situation occurs when f
is -introducing and there is a De Simone rule for f with the consequent f(X) ! g(Y)
and a ground substitution  such that (f(X) ! g(Y))  f(p) ! g(r). Since d"(g(r))
can be n+ 1 we cannot use the inductive hypothesis to rewrite it to hnf.
If after rewriting p according to steps 10 and 20 the resulting term is not in sptf yet,
then we continue to apply steps 10 and 20 to all subterms g(r) (as described above)
and then to all similar subterms that result from g(r). Since p is initially -convergent
the rewriting of p eventually terminates with the resulting process term in sptf. As in
the base case, the axioms and the derived axioms for B can be used to rewrite it into
hnf.
4.3. Completeness
Given any DeS process language G with the set of visible actions A, the Axioma-
tisation Algorithm produces the axiom system T which is head normalising for all
initially -convergent process terms. For well-founded processes this implies complete-
ness of T: it is possible to rewrite arbitrary process terms over G into terms over B(A)
by applying the reduction to head normal form a nite number of times. However, in
order to obtain completeness for a certain class of processes representing innite be-
haviours we need to augment T with some induction rule. These two ways of achieving
completeness are described below.
We start with the completeness result for well-founded processes. Its proof together
with a number of auxiliary results appears in Appendix D.
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Theorem 4.11. Let G be a well-founded DeS process language. Let G0 and T de-
note the disjoint extension and the axiom system produced by the Axiomatisation
Algorithm; respectively. Then; for all p; q2T(G0) if Test(G0) j=p v q; then
T‘p v q.
Although well-foundedness of DeS process languages has been dened semantically
(Denition 2.6) it can also be characterised in a syntactical manner. We follow the
approach developed in [4]. There, syntactical well-foundedness of GSOS languages is
introduced (Denition 6.6) in terms of a certain weight function, if it exists. The authors
prove that syntactically well-founded and linear GSOS languages are well-founded.
Also, they argue that although (semantic) well-foundedness is not in general decidable
syntactic well-foundedness is. Since DeS languages are a subclass of linear GSOS
languages every syntactically well-founded DeS language is well-founded. However, as
noticed in [4], not all well-founded GSOS (and thus DeS) languages are syntactically
well-founded.
Axiomatisations of non-well-founded process languages require some form of induc-
tion rule in order to guarantee completeness. For example, a version of AIP is used in
[3, 4] to achieve completeness for arbitrary GSOS languages. A similar induction rule
is suggested in [34] as the induction rule needed for completeness of axiomatisations
of refusal simulation preorder and DeS process languages. Here we use the following
induction rule, denoted by Ind, in order to guarantee completeness for -convergent
processes.
X=bn :
 v Y for all n
X v Y Ind
The rule says that if a process is testing related at all nite depths to another process,
then the two processes are testing related. Our rule is somewhat similar to !-Induction
rule in [28, 20]. It employs a binary inx operator =, taken from [3, 4], which is dened
by the following rules.
X a! X 0 Y b! Y 0
X=Y a! X 0=Y 0
X ! X 0
X=Y ! X 0=Y
Y ! Y 0
X=Y ! X=Y 0
We easily check that = is distinctive and not -introducing. Hence, using our axiomati-
sation method we obtain the following intuitive axioms for =, where AX and BY stand
for
P
A a:Xa and
P
B b:Yb respectively with A; B 6= ;.
(X  Y )=Z = X=Z  Y=Z
X=(Y  Z) = X=Y  X=ZP
A
a:Xa

=BY =
P
A
(a:Xa=BY )
AX =
P
B
b:Yb

=
P
B
(AX=b:Yb)
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a:X=b:Y = a:(X=Y )
0=X = 0
X=0 = 0

=X v 

X=
 v 

Given a DeS language G, let G= denote the disjoint extension of a G with the opera-
tor =. The soundness of Ind is proved in Appendix D.
Finally, we have the soundness and completeness result for -convergent, and thus
nite branching but not necessarily well-founded, DeS processes. It is proved in
Appendix D.
Theorem 4.12 (Completeness). Given DeS language G; let G0 and T be the disjoint
extension of G= and the axiom system produced by the Axiomatisation Algorithm
respectively. Then; for all -convergent p; q 2 T(G0);
Test(G0) j=p v q if and only if T; Ind ‘p v q:
Our Ind rule is very strong and in many cases (for example, the systems we discuss
in the next section) a weaker rule would be sucient, for example the Recursive Spec-
ication Principle (RSP) as dened in [9, 6] and used in [23, 25, 41, 2]. It is expected
that for a suitably dened class of regular DeS languages the techniques described in
[23, 25, 2], which do not rely on innitary rules, would be applicable. Moreover, weaker
but eective induction rules, for example Scott Induction as discussed in [20], may be
sucient for some interesting subclasses of DeS languages. This will be considered
elsewhere.
5. Applications
We argue that DeS languages and their automatically generated axiomatisations can
make the task of specication and verication of concurrent systems easier and more
intuitive. Freedom to use arbitrary DeS operators allows one to write intuitive and
clear specications without worrying about the implementation. In the specication
process it is good practice to write a series of specications of increasing concreteness.
Ideally, the most concrete specication will suggest an appropriate implementation.
We prove that the more concrete specications rene the less concrete ones using the
axiom systems developed in the last section.
The common theme in our examples is the control and scheduling of the execution
of several systems acting in parallel. The situations we consider are:
 interruption or abortion, suspension and resumption of a system by its own actions
or actions of other systems,
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 alternate execution of two systems, where the control of execution is passed between
the systems by the ‘seizing’ and ‘releasing’ actions.
Example 5.1. Consider a system which repeatedly performs a until action s takes
place, after which it performs repeatedly b until the next occurrence of s, after which
the system behaves as originally. The abstract way to specify this system is by listing
its states and describing the transitions between them. The system has two states which
we represent by nullary DeS operators S1 and S 01. The operational meaning of S1 and
S 01 is dened by the following rules.
S1
a! S1 S1 s! S 01 S 01 b! S 01 S 01 s! S1
Note that S1 and S 01 are non-distinctive: they fail the second part of the distinctiveness
denition because they have two rules with the same (i.e. none) antecedents. The
axiomatisation for S1 and S 01 produced by the Axiomatisation Algorithm gives a more
familiar description of S1 and S 01:
S1 = a:S1  s :S 01 and S
0
1 = b:S
0
1  s :S1
How can this system be constructed? One way is to take two subsystems specied by
P and Q, with P= a:P s :P and Q= b:Q s :Q, and combine them by means of
the operator  dened as follows, where  2 fa; b; g:
X ! X 0
X  Y ! X 0  Y
Y s! Y 0
X  Y s! Y 0  X
Y ! Y 0
X  Y ! X  Y 0
Note that P in PQ executes freely until it is suspended by Q, then Q in QP
proceeds freely until P restarts itself and suspends Q.
It is easy to derive axioms for  and prove that PQ = a:(PQ)  s :(QP)
and QP= b:(QP)  s :(PQ). Thus, by Ind, we obtain S1 = PQ and
S 01 = QP. Thus, we conclude that PQ is a more concrete version of S1.
Example 5.2. Imagine a multi-media player which oers an interactive video perfor-
mance. The viewer can start the performance, view the oered items, suspend and
resume the performance by using the pause function and choose one of two alter-
natives. The viewer controls the player by a remote control, which has the buttons
start (to start or restart the performance), pause, and the buttons 1 and 2 for making
a choice. As in the previous example, we could represent the states of the system by
the nullary operators, dene the transitions between these states by certain rules and
then derive the equation(s) describing their specication. But, we omit the details and
just give the specications. Let M and RC represent the multi-media player and the
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remote control systems respectively. M and RC are as follows:
M = s :M 0
M 0 = c1 :(c2 :M 00M)M
M 00 = choice :(one :m1 two :m2M)M
RC = start : s : r :RC pause :pause:RC  1 :one : r :RC 2 : two : r :RC
Action s is the signal RC sends to M to start the performance afresh; c1; c2 and m1; m2
are commercials and movies, respectively; one and two are the signals by which RC
instructs M of the viewer’s choice, and r is the action by which RC returns the control
to M .
M and RC make up the subsystem P with the intended behaviour described as
follows:
P = start : s : r :P0 pause :pause :P
P0 = c1 :(c2 :P00P)P
P00 = choice :(1 :one : r :m1 2 : two : r :m2P)P
The whole system S consists of the viewer V combined with P. The concrete speci-
cation of the system is V kD op(M;RC), where D consists of start, c1, c2, choice, 1,
2, pause, m1, m2, and the operator kD is a CSP-like parallel composition with synchro-
nisation on all action in D. Instead of dening the operator op we will use a general
operator AiBiC called the controlled parallel composition, which has three parameters
A; B; C Act such that (A [ C) \ B = ;. The dening rules for the operator are given
below. It binds weaker than the prexing but stronger than the choice operators.
X a! X 0
X AiBiC Y a! X 0 AiBiC Y
a =2 A X
a! X 0
X AiBiC Y a! Y AiBiC X 0
a 2 A
X b! X 0 Y b! Y 0
X AiBiC Y b! X 0 AiBiC Y 0
b 2 B Y
c! Y 0
X AiBiC Y c! Y 0 AiBiC X
c 2 C
X ! X 0
X AiBiC Y ! X 0 AiBiC Y
Y ! Y 0
X AiBiC Y ! X AiBiC Y 0
Next, we briey explain these rules. In P AiBiC Q the control of execution is with the
rst argument: see the rst rule. The parameter A contains the actions by which the rst
argument transfers the control to the second argument: the second rule. The parameter
B contains the actions on which both the arguments must synchronise: the third rule.
The parameter C consists of all actions by which the second argument takes over the
control from the rst one: the fourth rule. Finally, the last two rules are the -rules
for AiBiC.
The set of axioms for AiBiC can be easily derived using the Axiomatisation Algo-
rithm. Similarly as for the CCS parallel operator the axiomatisation of AiBiC uses three
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auxiliary operators. Using the derived axioms it is routine to show the following, for
A= fchoice; pause; rg, B= fs; one; twog and C = fstart; pause; rg.
M AiBiCRC = start : s : r :(M 0 AiBiCRC) pause :pause :(M AiBiCRC)
M 0 AiBiC RC = c1 : s(c2 : s(M 00 AiBiC RC)M AiBiC RC)M AiBiC RC
M 00 AiBiC RC = choice :(1 :one : r :m1 2 : two : r :m2M AiBiC RC)
 M AiBiC RC
Finally, applying Ind we obtain P = M AiBiCRC .
6. Conclusions and related work
The De Simone format was introduced in [17] as a format which preserves strong
bisimulation. However, when weak equivalences are considered the generality of the
original De Simone rules permits to dene (undesirable) operators which do not pre-
serve the considered equivalences. In order to correct this, one usually imposes cer-
tain restrictions on the form of De Simone rules, and uses -rules as, for example, in
[11, 39, 32, 12, 33]. The DeS format is a subformat of the ISOS format [32, 33], where
ISOS rules may additionally have negative antecedents and copying in the target of
the consequent.
Regarding the congruence theorem, the only directly related result is due to
Vaandrager [39] who argues that testing preorder, in the setting without divergence, is
a precongruence for any language in a class of languages similar to DeS. Vaandrager
allows silent actions in the antecedents of De Simone rules, provides an extra ‘idling’
axiom and, separately, provides recursion.
The idea of generating axiomatisations of arbitrary process languages from their op-
erational specications (given by SOS rules) is due to Aceto et al. [3, 4]. They dened
two procedures (algorithms) for obtaining axiomatisations of strong bisimulation for
arbitrary GSOS languages. Such axiomatisations are nite for well-founded languages.
The niteness is achieved by extending the considered language with useful, and indeed
required [26], auxiliary operators. This approach is a generalisation of the method orig-
inally used by Bergstra and Klop in [7, 8], where interleaving parallel composition (no
communication) operator is nitely axiomatised with the help of auxiliary left-merge
operator. Aceto [2] proposed an extension of the algorithm from [3] which generates
nite axiomatisations of strong bisimulation for regular GSOS languages, where certain
innite behaviours can be represented. However, if one tries to adapt the procedures
from [3, 4] to any of weak equivalences one nds that the introduced auxiliary opera-
tors do not preserve many of weak equivalences. In [12] this diculty is overcome by
considering rooted versions of weak equivalences and further restricting the (GSOS)
format of rules. An alternative approach is presented in [34], where a general proce-
dure is dened for deriving axiomatisations of refusal simulation preorder and coarser
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(weak) preorders. The auxiliary operators discussed in [34] preserve the considered
weak preorders and equivalences.
The procedure from [34] can be adjusted, by adding a number of extra axioms, to
produce axiomatisations of testing preorder. But, the procedure presented in this paper
has two important advantages over the adjusted procedure:
 it uses only nine laws instead of twenty of the adjusted procedure,
 it always gives nite axiomatisations for well-founded processes.
One of the motivations for the theories of classes of process languages, which are
dened by formats of SOS rules, is to facilitate the task of specication. However,
except for some simple examples, where new operators are used to make the speci-
cation easier [14, 15, 19, 18, 33], this theme has not been studied in detail. A recent
exception is [13], where the author gives several specications of the job protecting
an arbitrary server by a checkpoint=backup scheme.
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Appendix A. Alternative characterisation of testing preorders
Our proof of Theorem 2.16 follows very closely the proofs of the corresponding
characterisation results for testing preorders by De Nicola and Hennessy in [28, 20]. In
order to make the paper self-contained we provide the detailed sketch of the proof.
Proof of Theorem 2.16. The rst part relating to may testing is easy to show. We
prove the second part, namely p must q if and only if p nmust q for any processes
p and q over any proper DeS process language. The third part follows immediately
from the rst two parts.
Let p and q be any processes over a given proper DeS process language G. Firstly,
we show that p nmust q implies p must q. Assume p nmust q. We must prove
p must q. Suppose p+ s for some s2Act. We need to show (a) q+ s and (b)
q s) q0 implies p s)p0 and S(p0)S(q0) for some p0. Instead of using all the tests
in Test(G), we shall only consider the following three types of tests [28, 20].
 c(s) for any s2Act. The test is dened by c(") = 1:w and c(a:s) = a:c(s) 1:w.
It is easy to show that
p must c(s) if and only if p+ s:
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 t(s; a) = 1:w b1 :(1:w : : :  bn :(1 :w a) : : :), where s= b1: : : : bn. We easily
check that
p must t(s; a) if and only if p
sa
; :
 t(s; A) = 1:w b1 :(1 :w : : :  bn :(a1 :w  : : : ak :w) : : :), where s is as above
and A= fa1; : : : ; akg. We have
p must t(s; A) if and only if 8p0 :(p s) p0 implies 9a2A:p0 a)):
Since p+ s we deduce p must c(s). Thus, q must c(s) by p nmust q, and hence
q+ s. Next, assume q s) q0 for some q0. We must show p s) p0, for some p0, and
S(p0)S(q0). If s= , then clearly p ) p. If s= s0a, then q s
0a) q0. Assume p s
0a
;
in order to exhibit a contradiction. p
s0a
; implies p must t(s0; a), so q must t(s0; a).
This contradicts q s
0a) q0. Let p1; : : : ; pk be an arbitrary enumeration of all p0 such that
p s) p0. We must show S(pk)S(q0), for some k. Suppose this is false. Hence, for
16 i6 k, there exists ai 2S(pi) such that ai =2 S(q0). Thus, p must t(s; A), where
A= fa1; : : : ; akg. But clearly q =must t(s; A), which contradicts p nmust q.
Secondly, we show that pmust q implies p nmust q. Suppose pmust q and
p must t for some test t. We prove that q must t. Let
(q j t )q0 j t0 ! q1 j t1 ! : : :
be an arbitrary computation, denoted by (?), which may not be nite. We need to
show that tk
w! for some k> 0. The computation (?) can be decomposed into two
sequences
q0
a1) q1 a2) q2 )    and t0 a1) t1 a2) t2 )   
which are denoted by (?1) and (?2) respectively, where for convenience
1! moves are
absorbed in (?2). Let u denote the possibly innite sequence a1a2 : : : : Then, q
u). We
assume p+ u: it means p+ uk for every nite sequence uk which consists of the rst
k elements of u. Our assumption is reasonable for otherwise we could construct an
unsuccessful computation from p j t which would contradict p must t. We have two
cases:
1. u is nite, i.e. u= a1 : : : ak and q
u) qk with t u) tk . p+ u and q u) qk imply,
by pmust q, p u) p0 and S(p0)S(qk) for some p0. From S(p0)S(qk) we
deduce that there exists p00 such that p0 ) p00 9 and, of course, S(p00)S(qk).
Since qk j tk cannot be extended, p00 j tk cannot be extended. Hence, the sequences
p u) p00 and t u) tk can be combined to produce a computation p j t 

! p00 j tk .
Since p must t it follows that tn
w! for some n6 k.
2. u is innite. Lemma 4:4:12 [20] states that if pmust q and p+ u, where u is in-
nite, then q u) implies p u). By this lemma we deduce p u). Any innite deriva-
tion p u) can be combined with (?2) to produce a computation p j t=p0 j t0 !   .
Since p must t it clearly follows that tk
w! for some k> 0.
Hence, in both cases we have q must t.
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Appendix B. Ruloid theorem
We restate the theorem.
Theorem 3.5 (Ruloid theorem). Let G= (; A[ fg; R) be a DeS language. Assume
C[X ] =2 Var is a context over ; and 2A [ fg. Then; there exists a nite set of
ruloids for C[X ] and  together with their associated -ruloids; denoted by Ruloids
(C[X ]; ); such that
1: Ruloids(C[X ]; ) explains all  moves of all instances of C[X ]. Namely; if (C[X ]
! D[Y ]) is valid; for some  ground substitution ; then there exists r 2Ruloids
(C[X ]; ) such that (cons(r)) (C[X ] ! D[Y ]) and the members of (ante(r))
are valid.
2: Ruloids(C[X ]; ) consists of valid ruloids only. Namely; for any r 2Ruloids
(C[X ]; ) and  ground substitution  if (ante(r)) is valid; then (cons(r)) is
valid.
Before we prove Theorem 3.5, we dene several useful notations.
Context C[X ] =2 Var can be rewritten as f(C [X ]), where (f; n)2 and C [X ] is the
vector of n contexts Ci[X i]. It may happen that some Ci[X i] are variables. Since any
variable occurs at most once in C[X ] it follows that contexts Ci[X i] have no variables
in common, and there is one to one correspondence between elements in X and in
X 1; : : : ;X n.
A ruloid for f(C [X ]) and  is constructed using one of the rules for f and . Let
the rule below, denoted by r, be such a rule.
f Xi ai! X 0i gi2I
f(X1; : : : ; Xn)
! D[Y ]
:
Let = trigger(r), hence (i) = ai for i2 I . The construction of a ruloid for f(C [X ])
and  may also require the ruloids for some of the elements of C [X ] and , namely
Ci[X i] and ai for some i. Clearly, we only need ruloids for those contexts Ci[X i] which
are not variables, and then only when i is active, i.e. i2 I . Let K = fi jCi[X i]2Varg.
So we only need ruloids for Ci[X i] and ai when i2 InK . In the rest of this section we
let Ci[X i]Yi, for i2K , assuming that variables Yi are new and they do not appear
in X .
Expression ruloid(C [X ]; r; r) denotes one of the ruloids for f(C [X ]) and , where
r is a vector (r1; : : : ; rn) such that ri is any valid ruloid for Ci[X i] and (i)( = ai)
when i2 InK , and ri =  otherwise. Note, that there may be many dierent vectors r
for C [X ] and ; below, we describe how to construct the set of all such vectors.
Explicitly, ruloid(C [X ]; r; r) stands for
fante(ri) j i2 InKg [ f Yi ai! Y 0i j i2 I \ Kg
f(C [X ]) ! D[Z ]
;
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where K = fi jCi[X i](Yi)2Varg, and Z is dened as follows:
Zi target(ri) if i2 InK
ZiY 0i if i2 I \ K
zZiCi[X i] if i =2 I:
The structure of ruloid(C [X ]; r; r) seems to be the same as the structure of a ru-
loid. We only need to prove that there are no copies of process variables in any
ruloid(C [X ]; r; r). We proceed by induction on the structure of contexts. Since there
are no variables in common in contexts Ci[X i] and, by induction, the ruloids for Ci[X i]
do not have copies in the antecedents it follows that ruloid((C [X ]); r; (r)) does not
have copies in the antecedents. Moreover, since there are no copies in Z and, by in-
duction, there are no copies in the targets of ruloids for Ci[X i] we deduce that there
are no copies in D[Z ].
Next, given C [X ] and  we describe how to construct the set of vectors r. We denote
this set as RVs(C [X ]; ). Roughly, RVs(C [X ]; ) is the product of the sets of ruloids
for Ci[X i] and (i). However, for 16 i6 n, Ci[X i] may be a variable and thus can
have no ruloids, (i) may be a , or the set of ruloids for Ci[X i] and (i) may be empty
even though Ci[X i] =2 Var and (i) 6= . Since (i) 6=  ^ Ci[X i] =2 Var is logically
equivalent to i2 InK , where I and K are easily denable in terms of  and C [X ]
respectively, we dene RVs(C [X ]; ) as
Q
16i6n Ri, where Ri =Ruloids(Ci[X i]; (i))
if i2 InK and Ruloids(Ci[X i]; (i)) 6= ;, and Ri = fg otherwise.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. The proof is by induction on the structure of contexts. Assume
that G= (; A[ fg; R) is a DeS language, C[X ] =2 Var is a context and 2A[ fg.
If C[X ]f(X), for some operator f, then Ruloids(f(X); ) = rules(f; ). From
the way ! is dened, it is clear that every transition f( p) ! t can be derived using
the rules in rules(f; ), and that all rules in rules(f; ) are valid.
Next, we must show that the theorem holds for C[X ] and , where C[X ]f(C [X ])
and not all element in C [X ] are variables. Inductive hypothesis: Assume that the Ruloid
theorem holds for all Ci[X i], which are not variables, and for all actions. Using this
assumption, we dene the set of ruloids for C[X ] and , denoted by Ruloids(C[X ]; ),
as S
r
fR(C [X ]; r) jC[X ]f(C [X ]) and r 2 rules(f; )g;
where R(C [X ]; r) stands for
fruloid(C [X ]; r; r) j r2RVs(C [X ]; ) and ri 6=  for all i2 InKg:
When C[X ]f(C [X ]) and rules(f; ) = ;, then clearly Ruloids(C[X ]; ) is empty.
The auxiliary set R(C [X ]; r) contains all the ruloids for C[X ] and  which arise from a
particular rule r 2 rules(f; ). Notice, that this set may be empty: when Ruloids(Ci[X i];
(i)) = ;, for some i2 InK , then the ith element of RVs(C [X ]; trigger(r)) is , hence
R(C [X ]; r) = ;.
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Finally, we need to prove that Ruloids(C[X ]; ) satises the two conditions of
Theorem 3.5. By the denition of Ruloids(C[X ]; ) it is clear that the rst condi-
tion holds. Let r0 2Ruloids(C[X ]; ) be constructed using rule r for f. We know that
r is valid and, by inductive hypothesis, all the ruloids used to construct r0 are valid.
Hence, r is valid.
Appendix C. Soundness of head normalising laws
Proof of Lemma 4.5. Let XiX  Y . We need to show (f(X)) ’ (f(X)[X=Xi]
f(X)[Y=Xi]) for any closed substitution  over G0 with G6G0. We will only show
(f(X))  (f(X)[X=Xi]  f(X)[Y=Xi]) as the converse is proved similarly. By
Theorem 2.16 it is enough to prove
(f(X))may (f(X)[X=Xi] f(X)[Y=Xi])
and
(f(X))must (f(X)[X=Xi] f(X)[Y=Xi]):
For may case let (f(X) s), where s is a non-empty sequence of visible actions
over G0. Assume that s is the sequence 1 : : : m with all  removed. Thus,
((f(X))(C0[X 0]) 1! (C1[X 1])!    m! (Cm[Xm])
for some contexts Ci[X i] with n holes. We need to consider two cases depending on
whether the derivation of the above sequence relies on the value of the ith argument.
If it does not, then it is clear that (f(X)[X=Xi])
s) as well as (f(X)[Y=Xi]) s), and
we are nished. Otherwise, let 16 k6 n be the smallest k such that (Ck [X k ])
k+1−!
(Ck+1[X k+1]) depends on the behaviour of (Xi). Since (Xi) is (X )  (Y ) we
deduce, by the Ruloid theorem, that in fact k+1 =  and (Ck+1[X k+1]) equals (Ck [X ]
[X=Xi]) or (Ck [X ][Y=Xi]). Depending on which of the last two terms it is, we obtain
either (f(X)[X=Xi])
s) or (f(X)[Y=Xi]) s) as required.
For must case assume (f(X)) s), for s as above, and (f(X))+ s. We need to
show (a) ((f(X)[X=Xi] f(X)[Y=Xi])+ s and (b) for any open term T if ((f(X)
[X=Xi]  f(X)[Y=Xi]) s) T , then there exists an open term T 0 such that (f(X)) s)
T 0 and S(T 0)S(T ). As XiX  Y we obtain, by the denition of the conver-
gence predicate, (f(X)) ) (f(X)[X=Xi]) and (f(X)[X=Xi])+ s. Similarly, we get
(f(X)[Y=Xi])+ s. Hence, putting these together we obtain ((f(X)[X=Xi]  f(X)
[Y=Xi]) + s as required. For part (b) we show, using a similar argument as for may
part of this proof, that for T and T 0 as above we have T T 0, and thus S(T 0)
S(T ).
In the proof of Lemmas 4:6 and 4:7 the following result, based on Lemma 4:1:3 in
[28], will be helpful.
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Corollary C.1. If D(p; ) =D(q; ); for every 2Act[fg; then p’may q. If D(p; )
=D(p; ); for every 2Act [ fg; and p# if and only if q#; then p ’ q.
Proof of law (6) of Lemma 4.6. We need to show
(f(AX)) ’ 
 P
j
f(AX)[(AiX i)j=AiX i]
!
provided that the condition of law (6) holds for any closed substitution  over any
disjoint extension of G. The condition requires us to check two cases. In what follows
we will use LHS and RHS to stand for the left and the right hand sides of the above
expression, respectively.
Firstly, we assume that the second disjunct of the condition holds: no active argument
of f(AX) is 
 and (f(AX))
9 for all . Thus, (AiX i)j 
P
AiajXij. Clearly, LHS#
and RHS # follow by Denition 2.4. Thus, by Corollary C.1 we only need to show
D(LHS; ) =D(RHS; ). We notice that f(AX) cannot perform  because f is not -
producing and no -rule can be applied (due to the structure of the active arguments).
We show LHS a! t if and only if RHS a! t for all closed terms t and visible actions a.
Assume (f(AX)) a! t. This means that there is a De Simone rule r
f Xk ak! X 0kgk2K
f(X) a! C[Y ]
;
where Yk X 0k if k 2K and Yk Xk otherwise, such that (C[Y ]) t and (Xk)
ak!
(X 0k ) are valid transitions for all k. Note that since each rule for f has an antecedent
for i (this is the assumption of Lemma 6) we have i2K . Hence, (AiXi) ai! (X 0i ), so
ai 2Ai and (ai:Xij) ai! (Xij). This implies that the ith component of Y is X 0i Xij.
Next, we notice that rule r can be applied to derive (f(AX)[ai:Xij=AiXi])
a! (C[Y 0]).
Moreover, Y 0Y . Thus, (f(AX)[ai:Xij=AiXi]) a! t and so RHS a! t. The converse,
RHS
a! t implies LHS a! t, follows similarly.
Secondly, assume that the other half of the condition holds, i.e. 
(f(AX)). Thus,
LHS" and RHS". This implies LHS ’ mustRHS and we only need to show LHS’may RHS, i.e.
L(LHS) =L(RHS). By the same argument as above we can show that LHS a! t implies
RHS
a! t, for all closed terms t and actions a. So, if we could prove that, for every t
such that LHS ! t, there is t0 such that RHS ! t0 and L(t)L(t0), then we would have
proved a part of our goal: L(LHS)L(RHS). Let LHS ! t. Since every rule for f has an
antecedent for Xi we can assume that the antecedent used to derive LHS
! t is Xi ai! X 0i .
Because RHS is an external sum of terms a silent move of one the summands does not
resolve the choice. We easily see that RHS ! t (PAinfaig f(AX)[aj:Xij=AiXi]). By
denoting the target of the last transition as t0, we deduce L(t)L(t0).
Finally, in order to obtain L(RHS)L(LHS) it is enough to prove
L((f(AX)[aj:Xij=AiXi]))L((f(AX)))
for each aj 2Ai. This follows using a similar argument as in the rst case.
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Proof of law (7) of Lemma 4.6. Let operator f be -introducing and assume :
(f
(AX)). Assume that there is a  trigger for f that can re from A. Also, let CiAi
be the set of the ith elements of all  triggers for f that can re from A. We need to
show
(f(AX)) ’ 
 P
Ai
f(AX)[aj:Xij=AiX i] 
M
Ci
f(AX)[cj:Xij=AiX i]
!
for any closed substitution  over any disjoint extension of G. As before we will use
LHS and RHS to abbreviate the left and the right hand side of the above expression
respectively.
We prove, using a similar argument as for law (6), D(LHS; a) =D(RHS; a) for all rel-
evant visible actions a. Thus, L(LHS) =L(RHS) and so LHS ’ may RHS. Next, we prove
LHSmust RHS. The converse follows similarly. Assume LHS+ s, for some sequence s.
If s= , then t + s for every t such that LHS ! t. Also, notice that ft0 j (PAi f(AX)
[aj:Xij=AiX i])
! t0g is a subset of ft j LHS ! tg. Moreover, every t0 such that (f(AX)
[cj:Xij=AiXi])
! t0 is also a member of ft j LHS ! tg. Thus, RHS+ . If s 6= , then we
deduce RHS+ s from D(LHS; a) =D(RHS; a), for all a, and LHS+ s.
Next, assume RHS s) q. If s 6= , then by the above remarks about transitions of LHS
and RHS we obtain LHS s) p, p  q and so S(p)S(q). If s= , then we have four
cases:
1. q  (PAi f(AX)[aj:Xij=AiX i]),
2. (
P
Ai f(AX)[aj:Xij=AiX i])
! q0 ) q, for some q0,
3. q  (LCi f(AX)[cj:Xij=AiX i]),
4. (
L
Ci f(AX)[cj:Xij=AiX i])
! q0 ) q, for some q0.
In the rst case we have LHS ) LHS and S(LHS)S(q). In case 2 we notice that,
because silent moves do not resolve external choice, q is the same as

 P
Ai
f(AX)[aj:Xij=AiX i]
!
except that at least one of its summands is replaced by a term to which it (the sum-
mand) evolves by performing at least one action . Let q be such that (f(AX)[ak :Xik =
AiX i])
! q, for some ak 2Ai. Since LHS ! q we have S(LHS)S(q). In case 3
we consider any p such that LHS ! p. Since q ! ! p we have S(p)S(q). In the
last case let ak be such that f(AX)[ck :Xik =AiX i])
! q0. Hence, LHS ! q0 and so there
exists p( q) such that LHS ) p and S(p)S(q).
Now, we are only left with a sketch of proof of Lemma 4.7.
Proof of Lemma 4.7. Let R be the set of rules for non-distinctive n-ary operator f.
Firstly, we show how to construct the disjoint extension G0 of G required by the
lemma. After removing all -rules from R, we divide the resulting set into Ra, the set
of all non--introducing rules, and R, the set of all -introducing rules. Next, we split
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Ra and R into Ra1; : : : ; Ran and R1; : : : ; Rm respectively, for some n and m, in such a
way that for any two rules r and r0 in Ra (R) we have r; r0 2Rai (Rj) whenever r
and r0 have the same active arguments. Each of the resulting sets contains rules which,
together with the associated -rules, dene operators which satisfy the rst part of the
distinctiveness property in Denition 4.3: for each ith argument, the argument is active
in either all or none of its rules.
It may happen that in some of these sets there are dierent rules but with the same
trigger. Hence, we split each of Rai and Rj into Rai1; : : : ; Rain(i) and Rj1; : : : ; Rjm(j)
respectively so that the created sets have no such rules. Now, it is clear that each
of the new sets, together with the associated -rules, denes a distinctive opera-
tor. Next, we change the name of the operator in each of the rules in the sets
Ra11; : : : ; Ra1n(1); : : : ; Ran1; : : : ; Rann(n) to f1; : : : ; fk respectively for some k 2N. It is clear
that each fi is distinctive and non--introducing. We also change the name of operator
in each of the rules in R11; : : : ; R1m(1); : : : ; Rm1; : : : ; Rmm(m) to g1; : : : ; gl respectively for
some l2N. It is also clear that each gl is distinctive and -introducing. The signature
of G0 is dened by G0 =G [ f(fi; n) j i2Kg [ f(gj; n) j j2Lg, where K = f1; : : : ; kg
and J = f1; : : : ; lg. The set of rules for G0 is obtained by extending the set of rule for G
with Rai1; : : : ; Rain(i), for all appropriate i, then with Rj1; : : : ; Rjm(j), for all appropriate
j, and nally with all the -rules associated with the operators in G0 . We easily check
that G6G0.
Finally, laws (8) and (9) are proved sound in a similar way as laws (6) and (7),
respectively, namely by a case analysis based on the conditions of the laws which are
pairwise identical or very similar.
Appendix D. Completeness
Lemmas 2.7 and 2.10 imply the following.
Lemma D.1. Well-founded DeS process languages are nitely branching.
We will show that, given any well-founded self-encoding DeS process language G,
the disjoint extension G0 of G produced by the algorithm in Fig. 5 is also well-founded.
The following lemma will be useful.
Lemma D.2. Let G be a DeS language with the set of visible actions A such that
B(A)6G. Assume that T; a theory that extends the axiom system for B(A); is head
normalising and that Test(G) j= T. Then; for each well-founded G term p there
exists a B(A) term q such that T‘p= q.
Proof. We use induction on the action depth of process terms: this is well dened since
well-founded DeS process terms are nitely branching. Since T is head normalising
we have T‘p= LB2APa2B a:pa or T‘p= Pa2B a:pa  
, for some BA. We
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easily show that ’ preserves the action depth of well-founded process terms. Thus,
as the action depth of each pa is smaller than that of p we obtain, by inductive
hypothesis, a B(A) term qa such that T‘pa = qa. We let q 
L
B2A
P
a2B a:qa or
q Pa2B a:qa
 depending on the form of p. By the substitutivity of prexing and
the choice operators it is clear that T‘p= q.
Lemma D.3. Let G be a well-founded and self-encoding DeS language. Then; the
disjoint extension G0 of G produced by the Axiomatisation Algorithm is well-founded.
Proof. Let G and G0 be DeS languages as in the lemma, with the set of actions A.
We will show by structural induction that every G0 term is well-founded. Assume
p  h( p). There are two cases depending on h.
1. h2G. By the inductive hypothesis, all pj of p are well-founded, thus nitely
branching. By Lemma D.2 and the soundness theorem we deduce that, for each
pj, there exists a B(A) term qj such that pj ’ qj. Since ’ is a congruence
for all DeS languages we get h( p) ’ h(q). Moreover, h(q) is a G term so it is
well-founded. But, as ’ preserves well-foundedness we deduce that h( p) is also
well-founded.
2. h2G0nG, so h is an auxiliary operator resulting from Lemma 4.7. Let q be a -
descendant of h( p) obtained by applying some De Simone rule, say r, after possibly
a number of applications of -rules for h. Thus, h( p) ) h( p0) ! q. Hence, there is
a ground G0 substitution  such that (cons(r))  (h(X) ! C[Y 0])  h( p0) !
C[q] with C[q]  q. This implies that ante(r) is valid, i.e. (Xi ai! X 0i )  p0i ai! qi
for all active i. Moreover, qi  p0i all for non-active i. Note that, by the construction
of the rules for h (as described in the proof of Lemma 4.7), C[Y 0] is some G
context. Using the inductive hypothesis we nd that all pi, and thus all qi, are well-
founded. Next, by a similar argument as in case 1, there are B(A) terms ui such
that ui ’ qi. Since ’ is a congruence for the language G0 we get q  C[q] ’ C[u].
But C[u] is a G term, so it is well-founded. Since ’ preserves well-foundedness
we deduce that q is also well-founded. As the above result is for any -descendant
of h( p), it follows that h( p) itself is well-founded.
Proof of Theorem 4.11. Let A be the set of visible actions of G0. Assume that for
any G0 terms p and q we have Test(G0) j=p<q. By Lemma D.3 p and q are well-
founded, hence initially -convergent. Thus, T is head normalising for p and q. Hence,
using Lemma D.2, we nd B(A) terms p0 and q0 such that T‘p=p0 and T‘ q= q0
respectively. The soundness theorem gives Test(G0) j=p=p0 and Test(G0) j= q= q0.
Thus, Test(G0) j=p0<q0. Finally, by completeness of the axiom system for the lan-
guage B(A), we obtain T‘p0<q0, and thus T‘p<q as required.
Finally, we prove the soundness and completeness result for -convergent processes.
The following lemma describes some of the properties of the operator = which is used
in Ind.
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Lemma D.4. Let G0 be such that G=6G0 for some DeS process language G. If p
and q are processes over G0 such that q is well-founded and G0 has the prexing
with b operator; then we have
 p=bn:
 p for n2N;
 if q p, then q p=bn:
 for some n2N.
We leave the proof of this lemma to the reader. Next, we show that Ind is sound
for all DeS process languages.
Theorem D.5. Suppose that G is a DeS language. Then, TEST(G=) j= Ind.
Proof. Let G0 be DeS language such that G=6G0. Let P and Q be open terms over
G0 , and let  be a G0 ground substitution. Assume (P=bn:
)  (Q) for all n2N
and some action b. We need to prove (P)  (Q). We only show (P)must (Q),
the may part follows similarly. Let s be a sequence of visible actions over G0. Also,
let (P)+ s. Clearly (P=bm:
)+ s, where m is greater than the length of s. Since
(P=bm:
)  (Q) we obtain (Q)+ s. Next, assume (P)+ s and (Q) s) q0, where
q0  (Q0) for some open term Q0 over G0 . Again using the above assumption we
deduce (P=bm:
) s) p0, where m is greater than the length of s and S(p0)S(q0).
Moreover, p0 has the form (P0=bk :
) for some k > 0. Thus, (P) s) (P0). Since
(P0) and (P0=bk :
) have the same initial actions we obtain S((P0))S(q0) as
required.
Proof of Theorem 4.12. The soundness part follows immediately from Theorems 4.8
and D.5. For the completeness part, assume that p and q are -convergent G0 closed
terms and Test(G0) j=p<q. The last means p q. Also, let A be the set of visible
actions of G0 and let b2A. Lemma D.4 states that p=bn:
  p holds for all n2N.
Thus, we obtain p=bm:
  q for all m2N. Since p is -convergent p=bm:
 is well-
founded. Thus, by Lemma D.2 there exists, for each m, a B(A) term pm such that
T ‘pm =p=bm:
. By soundness we obtain pm ’ p=bm:
, hence pm  q. Since pm is
well-founded we deduce by Lemma D.4 that there exists k 2N such that pm  q=bk :
.
Since q is -convergent q=bk :
 is well-founded, so by Lemma D.2 we can construct,
for each k, a B(A) term qk such that T ‘ qk = q=bk :
. By soundness we obtain qk ’
q=bk :
, hence pm  qk . But both pm and qk are B terms, so by the completeness
result for B we have T ‘pmv qk , Thus, T ‘p=bm:
v q=bk :
. Since T ‘ q=bk :
v q
we get T ‘p=bm:
v q. Finally, using Ind we obtain the result: T; Ind ‘pv q.
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